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In Part I and Appendix A to this paper we have presented a pupil-centered

model for research on teaching effectiveness.. This model utilizes the natural

Vj setting of the classroom and incorporates current educational practices.
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If some ancient and enterprising Greek had thought to ask the

acle of Delphi "What are the characteristics,. attitodes, beliefs,

/competencies, skills and above all, behaviCors, of an effective teacher?"

\

/ the history and the state of research an the question of effective

teaching vxxild surely be far different than it 'is... If, as we suspect,

theret.was less than divine wisdcm operating and the oracle iád res-

ponded with a definitive description of such a unitversally effective

teacher model, we should tirely have reoognized it for tite myth that it

is a lOng tine ago. Most certainly, we %mid hive recognized the mykho-

logical and monolithic nature of an ideal rodel as our public education

system expanded to include a broader range of age groups sorted into

gracids and levels, and uroadened into a multiplicity of subject matter,

curricula arid tracks. If educational researchers had been confronted

with such a myth, not of their am making, then surely they, like

researchers in other areas, would have beexi profitably engaged frm

the very blginning in de-mythologizing the demi.god of the =del teacter

to .uncover the truths caught up in that myth.

3 Al 3 HO
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But the question WAS never posed to an ancient oracle, and the

course-of research devoted to the questions of effective teachers and
4

efgective*teaching has been as ardtms and tortuous as any Greek hero's
t 4

0,

search for his prize'. 'The idea, or in truth, the vision of a "model,"

"ideal," or "effective" teacher, apart fran theories oi teachilig and

methodologies, seem to have sOrUng full grown frau the research can-

noltity itself. And, like the face of Helen ihat launclled a thzusind

ships, the Cdsion of the ideal teacher launchea a thousand or nore

research siaxiies questing for those characteristics (called presage

Variables by researchers) that woad personify that monolithic model.

The se-arch was underway to identify any characteristicsex, age,

ethnicity, personality, edtratize, exierierre, socio-econtaic staius,.

comittnent to teachinganything that would prove to be a universal

ixeldictor of pupil achievement and a characteristic generic to effec-

tive teachers. But today we can examine the reported research and

oontrehensive reviews of th'at research (Barr, 1948; Ryans, 1960;

Getzels and Jackson, in Gage, 1963;. Rosenshine and rurst, 1973;
0.

Dunkin and Biddle, 1974; Medley, 1977) and still find unansro.red the

question posed by l. E. Gotham in 1945 (Barr, 1945):

Knat.m.asurable relationship exists between a teacher's

personality as awraised through the use of certain rating

scales and as measured by certain tests of persomtlity,

and her ability to produce measurableschange4in her

pupils? (p. 157)

7
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What this bOdy of past research tells us is that,

3

singularly,

none of these presage variables consistently prediats a positive gain

or.change in pupils. It does not tell us Iv 3501 teacher characteristics

translate into identifable clasErccan behaviors that coul4a produce

Changes in pupils or'how these characteristics °mid be tised to inform
I I

the process of teacher training. Because of these and tither problem

in applying this model, it is hardly surpriting that tors and

researehers have changed the focus of the search fran

teriStics to tea er behaviors.

The guesn for - has no4 become "Whit was e relation-
.r,

ship Encists between a selected teacher behavio4 as a through

the use of' rating scales land/or as neasured by obse

rents, and significant gains fran pre-test to posb-te ils'

Perforratures?" ,

libr the past 15iears or so, research in the Area o

teat:thing effectiveness has beer; characterized by the shi

we have just desoriLed,'-and by increased funding. A grea of the

Ageing has dare from the Federal government to support

inveftigators and instituticos established by the Federal

for the Encress itirpose of advancing research. This has

*# possible to do larger studies with fuli-time investigators

made both expertise and tedbnological eguipnent nore accessib

It does not seen unreasonable to expect this carbinatictn

expertiie and expenditures to materialize into a sound foundati6 o

researcii informtiun that wiil be us eful in informing
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policy makerso teacher education program developers, or conipetency-

based performance siandards for teachers and pupils. But to put it

bluntly, ihatIbrowd and that applicable, and that sound a research

foundatica has not yet been achieved. There is credible information

related to very; Opecific areas 'Of research; there are several strong

trends derived from cumilative researtch 'findings; and there are t;

amber of studiet that offer acme supportive findings for theory-

based hypetheses. mith careita attendance to limitItions, all of this'

information can be helpful to those resionsibie for policies, practices,

and prof:stems in public.edocation. it is the intent of this pe;per

to provide that information, together with those interpretations

Ond explanations that can legitimately be derived from the current

research reported in the literature.

dtations of the Research

one of the most pervaiiVe limitations of the research in this

area is that which applies directly to the breadth of the information

base'and, therefore, to the.applicabilil of the research-based infer-

.'
mation--namely, that the bulk of the research is concentrated at the

primary and elementary levels, and is noticeably lacking at the

junior high and secondary levels. Within these levels, there is again
St

a concentration on two subject-lmatter contexts, reading and mathematics,

and almbet total reliance on standardized achievement tests in these

two stibjects as criterion measures. But while these limitations are,

of coursetrestric4ve, they could all ). be considered a reflection 0

the_responsiveness 0 the research community to the present concerns'
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of today's educators who are intent upon improving, the basic skills

acquisition of all pupils.

Another limitation that must be considered relates to the "hound-

ness" of the studies that =prise the foundation of research-based

information. There are a great miter of studies done each year that

appear in jourrial# or as unpublished dissertations and althoup nany of

thin mske for Interes.ting and provocative reading, they -cannot rivet

the necessary criteria of genetalizability or reliability.that must

be applied in creating an information. base. This simply neans that

wee studies are done in oircunetances that nake tleir fyiditws spec-

ific to that one research population sane use instruments of question-
/.

able reliability or validity; and, in;re often, studies are reportet

without adequate descriptive or definitive infornation, itith regard

to mean% populations, prooedures, metWologies, and thp variables

tinder.study. In 'a recent revieo of current research literature in

the area of teacher effectiveness covering 289 studies (Medley, 1977),

'only 14 syrvived the application oi four -cr. that theautlim.
consOseed essential to the formation%of a sound researChdbaT.

2he final, and probably most important, -limitation tf..,:th present

risearcli has to do with qualifications that mast be placed on even

that which is considered to be "sound" research. The purpose of the

majority of-the current studies is to identify relationshiPs between

teacher behavior and mil outowe which take the .form of process-
.

.prodtzt sttittes, reporting their findings as proce0-product oorrela-

tiont. Correlational studies do not establish cauie and effect

4 tot, (..,11161.0 Is 4 vie.. Ca... N,Atxi.o.
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relationships.° iven if the sane relationship between a process and

prodtct varittble is, reported under different circtrnstances, we will

have advar'oed our knowledge of circuthstances, but not proof of a cause

me effect relationthip between y.kke process and product variables.

Since effective teaching inplies causatisn, it is important to note

that such behaViors "mist Ultimately be derived fru; experimental

rither than 9orrelational studies, so that causation can be inferred"

(Borldh, 1977, p. 11).

It is from this 'predictive element of correlational research

studies that useful interpretations are inferred, and it is the re-

sponsibility of tho interpreter not to extend interpretations and

applications beyond the circumstances of the cited study without at

least calling atbention td that departure.

These ltmitatioils and qualifications will explain why there are

few, if any, oracular pronouncements provided in this paper. An

17 awareness of these limitations nay also serve to increaseea reader's

tolerance for the constantly hedging language. of "appears," "seems to

indicate," and "suggests" that can be highly irritating after a very

Short time.. This language will be, nos.t.notix*:alAyilpresent, when we are

considering the research on the relatiandhip betmen teacher behaviors

and pupils' self-lconcepts. Althought the soope of the reported research

is not as limited by grade level or subject context, it is conside'rably

more limitEd by the inconsistencies of defined or described dimensions

of the studied variables and the validity and reliability of the

instments enployed. However, Ise can state, without qualification,

that 8Ia4 and cautious though the progress my be in.identifying



relationships between teaching behaviors and pupil outccees rieaured

by &lenges, or gains in academic performance (cognitive criteria), it

is at &I gallop when ompared to the progress so far attained in

it.* search for relationships between teacher behaviors and. pupil

egitoortes measured by gains or changes in sefi-referenced digensi:otts

O.

f
There is a substantial amount of information to lie considered

I.
even in the light of all the foregoing imposed limitations. In only

14 studies, meeting all of his a'pplied criteria, Medley (1977) still

found ovitr 600 important relationships between teacher behaviors and

pupil outcones. Ebrtunately, a great nunber of these relation.ships

forq, studies and can be considered together.
x/

tive and Affecti f the

Every lotcil has experienc A first-hand both the affective aspects

.of cognitive activities (044, being asked, -Ulan the beginning of his/her

hoolingoperience, "Um do you like solyool?").; and every pupil has

experienced cognitive aipects of affective activities (e.g. being

sigtilad asked,. "And 6/ are you doing in school?"). Educators have

0411y recognized the unity of cognition and affect in the

43.assivan academe; but in classroom practice, as in research, there

is often an igposed dichotZmy of the two.

Mat to- teach and- hew to teach it best are cognitive cbjectives;

but learning 'the obtectives, in the way that they are tatiat, ii an

ecerience that 'includes Mt only cognitive lout affective comments.

ience
1

. _--------.
st
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By far the majority of the research has addreskd the cognitive side of

the equation, because education has been interpreted as primarily a

cognit.J.ve etperience and the purRoSe .of research is to inprove the

opgnitive products. Itelatively little attention has beenipaid to

cciiplementary intitvernents in the affective products of education.

ibe inadequacy of such a dualistic apc+rpach to the exorience of°

ectoOlinl is caught in the follcming sx)tation frail Piaget:

The, is a constant parallel between the, affectivo and in-

tellectual life throughout_ childhood and adolescence. This state-

ment will seem surprising 4, if coe ailittpts to dichotanize
.00

the .life of the mind into entsti6ns and thoughts. But nothing

could te more false cr more superficial....

Of course affttctivity is always the incentive for actions...

0

it.a? 4-

since.affecavity assigns value to activities and distributes

ex:1mM° them. But affeCtivity is nothing without idtelligenoe..

Intelligence furnishes effectivity with its roans and clarifies*

its ends.;
intelligence, thus neither begins with knowledge of.the

self nor Of things as such but with knwledgd of trieir inter-

actioni.and it is by ori'enting itself ti;us sirmaltatieously

Word the two poles of that inieraction: that intelligence

orgainizes the world by organizing itself; (quoted in Rubin,

1973, p. 192.)

*



The question for edtrational policy miters is, accordingly

9

"flag can a public education.program be simultaneously oriented.toward

ibe,se two, poles fl order to produce knowledgeable students?" We have

always expecbed out programs and policies to produce students with

certifiable letitils of academic achievettsnt... We hive always expected

the experience of schooling to produce students with respect for learn-

respect ior authority, respect and value .for property, and a vellue

for honesty. "Gocd" schools elle' those that have records of oasis-

, tently high academic achievement and consistently lag records of .

pupil disciplinary problems.. "Poor" schools are those that reverse

the agps and lags of theseAro categories. Both of these categories,

learning and discipline, are solid representations of very real, pupil

behaviors. Tbey do not repre- sent the dip:ix:tow of c4Ignitive and

affecti ve! aspects of eduCation, but the

intellectual and the affective as it is

'students. They have good schooling expetiences and poor schoolinej

experienoes; they get good educatiats and poor educations:1

The paralleling of ti*,co. gnitive and affective should occur in the

sohoolirwa experience, but this is where the dichotomy is most often

inpoeed.. it is imposed by those educators who think of education only

11 tents of "trade-offs" between Cognitive and affective outcomes. It\
is also trposed by those educators who think of cognitive objectitres

very reaiparaliel of the

expeiienced in the lives of

as tinnatural intrusions in .the idyll of childhood. Ito maintain simul-

taneous; orientations isnot to polarize on the arglels, but, to utilize

than for the *mess of oreating good educational experiences.
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In the; face of declining scores on reading and.nathereatics tests

as a naticriwide phenornenon, itany,ediucatom and pcgicy-thakeri have

calle'd for an ineediate back to basics" twee.' a credible bit- only

partial. solution to the problem revealed in ewe scores and in

other survey5 ;1 1literady and,delinguency: It is not difficult to

say: "Prior to prom9tion &male grade level to the 'next,.all studeAts

suet demonitrate grade level proficiency in the conten'at area'sof

reeding, riathulici, and language skills in.accordance with the
. . 1.

stAndards estthlisbed by the 'ests of Academic

Aohievement." The difficplt task will be, as it has always been;..bo

Make the, values, tends, and goals expressed,for pupil's by society

the operating italues, beli.efs., and goals of.all pupils in the'
I

sysbn.

Scoioeconcatic Status (SESas.i)Predictor of Ptl Jena!

At present, the best predictors of pupil metallic achievement,are

pupil IQ and pupil SFS. Pupil IQ represents thvzogratlye, and indicates

the potential for Achieving academic objectives.. Pupil SES is ecaprisZB'd

of a plexus of envixonnental and experiential factore (including values,

ieliefa, and gcais) that represents the' affective. .

Pupil SES predicts not-only academic success or failure, ii pre-..

aicts life expectancy, mentalloand phySical healithe.juvenile'delinquelpy.

and adult criminality, propey:t.ymmer,hip, and emplOyment: It is'a

fact cf our national life that low SES as a category sthsunese. with

but few exceptions, all of our cultural and raCiSl.minorities. The

"word "pupil" has no influencelover the designation of' SES, and if SES
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is a predictor for the naturet of p6oples' life ekperiences, it liardly
. .! .

.
79013MS reasonable to exempt,SES as a predictor of th`e natured the'

schooling experience, while using it as a prsdictor)of the óutcomes.
.

: It is pupil SES thdt *largely accounts for a puOil's match:or

-/ 7-

roismatoil th the institutionalized language, .culttlre, values, be-
, . ,

.
4

4 haVioral sdhema, and coiapt formations foqnd in'our public' sdhool

Systems. Our public sichools-are all represe'ntative of middle-class

America, whether they are located in rural or urbAn, hi4h or middle
,

.
,

7,

Ii

"e

orlow eoonmic arsas (Yee, 1969). The high, midale, or 104 SES

designations for schools used in educitional research refer to char-

acbeiistics of the pupil populations and not to the values, beliefs,

or goV.s tchatwillbe encountered by the pupil during the schooling

'7

.exPeaehee

f

Stadicating SES as a Prediaorcg Achievement
.

.

In a recent article the 'Director of the National). Institute of Edu-
...

cation stated:
si

. -
.

.

,

,

.... in arguing that it'il unreagonable to.expeci education by
,

itself to equalite inComeiand elimiriate-sociiTclas's, I amnot

taking the posit4on that.education ghould endorse the status quo.

lb the contrary, pme of the major goals.of the illE is to prote
.

,
. . . .

eqUality ad educational opportunity. We limit ouf charcje, how-

ever, to reducing the predictive .yalue of race, sex, and clasig

.

.,o1.1 Icademic performance. (Graham, 19791. p. 26)
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Certainly the eradication of these viriables As predicbors of per-
.

formanoe is an admirable goal. The problem, howevek, is that SES pre- ,

diets not only achievertent but air tbe nature of the experiehces which

iouvils will have in the classroom: Pupils,frtni middle and high SES
;

backgorunds will have values-and learned behaviors largely congruent

with the valUes and expected behaviors of those classrodms. upils t -

from law SES backgrounds will have values and learned behaviors lary/ely

at'odds with the classroom milieu. %ben SES .is ubed in research -aa a

gloiel pupil dharacteristic, it does not differe4tiate beWeen those
.

.

. pupils whose cognitive abilities are inadequate to. -the learnIng tasks
. .

(IQ5 eand thOse pupils of adequate ability whose %it:Wes and-attitudes

render the learnihg tasks theaselves irrelevant.

Researchers, then, have used SES as a global characteristic sUb-

suming both cognitive and affective aspects of the educational prooess.

Do beachers,,Who axe in charge of pupil experiences, Use diteria that

go within and heyond.pupil SES to make their predictions ct. pupils' .

academic successes Or'failures? Millis (1972) identified four ariteria

that teachers vse in,predicting achievement.

According to Willis, the foUr criteria most highly correlated with

accurate teapper estimates of pupilperformanceswere (1) "attention to the

teacher," (2) "level of.maturity as assessed by the teadhei," (3) "self-

confidence," and (4) "ability to work without supervision." These

were despribed as initial assessment criteria, that is, criteria used

befdre teachers had access to pupil information and before they had

spentipuch time observing and interacting with pupils in the classroom.

14 /

*

a
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The first criterion, attending to the teacher, is a pupil response

/ Opt saould demonstrate, if not an interest in the "subjeict, at leait

a value !for the teaCher's authi3rity anti proper performance of the

pupil role, in other words, Obedience. The second criterion is one

again of appropriate, social behavior within the tiassroan context.

it is "immature" to fight, grab things away, destroy or misuse property,

talk out or use an "outdoor" voide, and so on. be self-confident,

the third criterion, is to be able to handle the-exigencies of being a
to

pupil without having to rely' of other pupils or the teacher; And the

fourth criterion, the ability to work without supervision, ties within
I

it the ability- to follow directions, to apply learned skills, and

not becone a disruptive nuisance. In other words, the pupil viho

rated high ca 41 four of these criteria would have a pretty good grip

on the pupil role,oa reasonable understanding of the pupil's place and

purpose in the classrocm, and an interest in what was going on. It.

is clear then that teachers use a model of pupil behavior defined

.argel y° in middle class terms to predict pupil achievenent in their

classroom.'

These are sinply not the behaviors of lcm SES pupils as they are

ieported in the research literature. For exarrple, .Rist iNote 1)', who did

what would nao beliescribed as a stutly of a classroom "eoosystem,".
observed a black kinderga0en teacher and her 30 bleck pupils over

an extended period of tine. He found that pupils who were from

families with higher imam levels, higher.education, better dressed;

15
JO
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and speaking in what was described as "spans:lard Afferican English,"

were placed at the table nearest the teacher And assessed by the teacher

as havim !Ore "ability" to leirn. Pupils at, the other b.io tables who'

spoke in a dialect were desCr as "not having any idea what was

going on in the classroom." The teacher presented ihe lessons directly

Table 1, interacted with them far more freqpently, and gave them

more praise and priveleges. Acco, g to Rist, these pupils were sent

on to the first grade and were con ued.in thetie "ability" groupingi

in spite of the fact that some pupils from Tables IT and III scored

higher on an IQ te.st given at the end of the year than same of the

4

pupils at Table I.

In. a more recent study, Copeland Mots otfers. this &scrip-

4 tion of two aassrooms and ihe pion behavior o6served:
r

Classroan A, a fourth grade class, was located in a
0

raciAillY and ethnically mixed school and contained a large

proportion of under-achieving students.

Classroom B, a thiiid-fourth combingion, was located in

a school in an affluent, upper-middle and upper class neigh-

bcrhood. The students were from predominantly profession-

oriented families. Though some students dxhibited learning

difficulties, the majority; were at or above grade -level in

achievement.

In the subsequent descriptions of pupil classroom behavior, Class-

room A Pupils Are described as attending to the teacher only if located

,

near the teacher; and Classroom B pupils as attending in the majority

16

I.
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wherever they uere located. Pupils in Classroau A called out("shouted"

is the word used) their answers to teacher questions without permis-

sion and answered when they %ere inclined to do so. Pupil's in Class- .

roam B raised their hands for permission and waited for permission to

speak.

In their 'research on effective teaching, Brophy and Evertson (Note 3)

found that less effective teachers of low,SES pupils had yore disruptiVe

and deviant behavior in their classrooms and used non criticism and

controlling statements;' while more effective teachers had less deviant*

and disruption in their classroans and used less criticism and con-

trolling statenents.

The.prophy and Evertson researCh provides a good illuistraticn of

the conilexiiies involved; in interpreting correlational st'udies.

Remembering that more' and less effective teachers were-defined solely

I& pupil, achievement gains,..'we %tn make tr different interpretations

of the obtained data. CM the tine hand, we can inier that Imre effec-

tive teachers Mintain more orderly classrooms, with pupils Who meet the

four criteria discussed above. Or we can infer that less ordetly

pupils, not meet.ing those same criteria, result in less effective 41,

behaviors, i.e. lover asoadendc a6hieventot.

As another link between pupil SES and teichers expectations or

predictions of acadeinic success r failure, Mazer (1971) found that

_ . te "gam; given aphs of male an. d female, black. and white pupils,

with sets iof SES descriptions alternated anong theM were inclined to

use pupil SES rather ihan sex or race abs thd basis for predicted

academic performance.

17
ea



The research on teacher effectiveness does not, as a rule,

'Icok at-anything but pupils' Scadeinic achievement in reition to

-Ufafeadher ,hehaviors or practicerk. The realm of. pupil .typer-

Uwe and the impact 'of certain behaviors on pupil self-concept is,

16

ikt this tim, unexamin0.. There is every realm to 13-elieve

tiktt, -as the eVidence is emu' Tulat-ed, and as re'peated questions are

raised with regatt to. the _differektial effects of cettain teacier..

'bel.?avifirg490 different types of students, and poszib1e.co4licts

between cognitive and affect:Lie outcce*s, a sound basis of ressearch

.iiktbrmtica. will be'developed in that area, along with a more ade4qua

concept of teaciker effectiveness. After mking a catprehensive

of the stk,iiies in teaCher effectiveness to kithich we have ilready
$.

refe:Fr, iiRnef T1978)

One largely-uzlansviered question about the nature of

'teacher effectiveness is whether a teacher kitho é effactive in

prodkring one kindL.of gdin witil one kind'ot pupil-my also.be

foce6:te1 to be equally 'effectivel.n producing other kinds of .

gains with other kinds of.popifls. Is teacher effectiveness

1 genera' or specific to the kinet (;.k. pupil t;ught'and the

)dnd of outcom masured?1 This paint is o particular inte-

rest' as it applies to cognitive versus affective outomes.

lk teachers wirs'pioduce relatively rapid gains in rieading and

arithmetic do so at the apense' of pupile' attitudes towared

scriool or their seif-esteem? (p. 18)

S'At 'AIL&
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This is a tinely question since of the 14 studies included in

his review,* five used only' log SES pupil populapions, four tgere

studies &me with only high SES subjects, ,anci the remaining five-used a

ccoVnation of high and low SES .pupils for omparison.

tihat the edtr.atoz considers an educational program covering the

soirol mrriculun, athletics, aesthetica, and social eventsthe

pupil experiences. What researchers consider to be variables of the

Nprcicest"teachersi praising, questioning, sequencing, §rouping,

and aassroom,nenagerent behaViorsthe pupil 'experiences. Those

experiences. can be*pleasurable Or painful, satisfying or frustrating,

excitirtg boring, threatening- or affirming, and--educating.

We toad suggeat, then that the desire to eradicate SES as a

predictor cif pupil academie achievement rrust be preceded by a willing-

ness to examine through rescweb th-e na of SES aii-ei-p-red.tcbpr of-

tWpupil's sichooling experience, and by a Olingness to explore war

to modify ilia; experiences whiCh take pupil Sri into-accouit. By

following such a mune, we will be able to.g6 within and bey9nd pupil

MIS, as a

A_PonceptUal isodel far Examining_ Pupil Experience

Ow process of .e&catiOn is intended to change pupil's from a

We-condition of "not kniming" to a post-condition of "knowing," in

accordance with a prescrib-ed curricultrn. The pupil is always the
:-

target of change in *Very educational process, and the sehooling

th experience is the treatment designed to effect the prescriied change.
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it is., therefore, the pupil's characteristics as a learner that must

be adtdressed by the treathent, or educational process. This para-

digm can be diagramed as a very sircle change nodel as noted in Table 1.

ThsertTable 1 here

If by applying this consiact, ie can pcedict fran pupil thai-

acteriAtics to positive and negati:ve pupil outcomes, then vie have

idontified the positive Ok -negative effect of the treathient. If the

cognitbe ability of a pupil predicts succeisful.or Unsuccessful.

cutedneq, then tr owl Suspect the treatment and/or the unsuccessful
I

outmost as being matdhed or wretched to pupil, characteristics.

pupp. SW is used as a global descriptor of pupil characteristics

tD peedict successful pr unsuccessful pupil oticcme, se eannot ascertain

whether the outcane relatos to pupil learning characteristics or to

experiential and environmental ch4lracteristics or both. We can only

conclAgie fran such predictions that either the procerks or the pre-

scribed outomes or both were matched or:anmatched with pupil charac-

teristids.

çendix A, presents a model for conlptualizing teacher effective-

ness.drawn fran Table 1 and based on input variables (pupil character-

istics), change process variables (eaoher characteristics, subject

matter) arid cacaos variables (cognitive and affective pupil outdoms

measures). We have attanpted to ptovide a reasonably cart31ete list of

the input, "ange prOcess, and outcome correlates of effective teaching

and, where possible or appf6priate, we have attempted to indicate possible

. c.. of values or conditions which each variable might assume.

.

lookk



Table 1

The Change Pircess,...
Input Pupil SChoiiilg Outcome

Everlence

eagmibeepira..r#.1*..elpsee,- INIMM OINOINONIa...mmot
Pupil Characteristics Treatment: Teacher Positive/Negative Mrpact

Behavidrs, Practices, on Pupil Performance/

etc.; Subject content Safi-Concept00=1 ...
Mt,

.0

I
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Most irnportantly, we considar the fate of each variable as it has been

treated' in the research literature.

Evidence! ?of the efficacy of public education as a process for

pup4 change has long been at hand. The majority of pupils entering

thia erocess have Changed in apcordance with the standards of pre-

scrii5ed siotoomes. so types of pupils have failed to change: (1)

thaw who were unable to attain the objectives at the prescribed pace

due to their oognitive abilities; and (2) those who were cognitively
4

able but matched to the process and outcoms by virtue of their

experienti.al and environmental characteriatic;'.. .,

If we are to improve the process to address the needs cf all
4o

pupils, it is important that the process be examined as the exPer-

Jame of pupils, which is a constant parallel of cogni.tion and affect.

Since the process of education hal both cognitive and affective

ts, it becones ircortant to consider hao these .are related in

the schooling experience. Weinstein'and Fantini (1970) have argued

-that the concept of relevance perform thi& function, relevance being

defined as a general .or overall congruence between the purpose of the

classroom experience and the. experiences of the pupils in that class-
.

roma. "It is our general hypothesis that relevance is that which

connects the 'affective...and the 'cognitive ... aspects of learning"

2)). The aim is for balance or harmony between cognition and .4

affect, rather than overreliance on either.

Vaacher, as ah Instrulent of Change

l'he teacher in flp classroan is charged with being the main instru-

ment of changq, supported by an institutional system that provides and

22
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maintains the teaching-learning environm-nt. 'The major function of

the institution is to vest the teacher with a visible authority over

the pupils in the teacher's charge. Most pupils know that behind the

teachers in the classroom there is a power that extends even to their

parents. M. expressedivioimermott (1977), "Teaching is ihvariably

a formof coercion (p.198)."

It ih apparent in the interpretations of research, results offered

by research investisabors that effective teachers are those who jttic-

iously, apply their power of authority in maint;aining a classioom free

frau disruption, off-task behavior, and cther indications of pupils'

non-confortrame with thi teacher's definition of the.pupil role. The

inferences rode in the research always su eggst that the teacher has

the "powerm to control pupil behavior and to affect pupil self-concept.

The image is one ct the teacher as the hub of the c1P,asrczni wheel

with a "power" relationship extendirig fram the teacher bo all the pupils

vdx) form the rim/of the wheel.

.6 %tile it is trueothat teachers are vested with the "authority"

bo control pupil behavior, that authority dces not errpower the teacher

to do anything other than to demand, to invoke sanctions, amd to

eject the pupil from the classroom (or the school itself) as a last

resort. P4pil conformity, pupil obedience, and pupil acceptance ct

the pupil role are behavioral manifestations of the pupils' internal-

ized value systems, ass* teacher confrontedwith pupils who have

no such values can testify.

0
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In 4 very real sense, it is the pupil who thgestot the teacher

with thelift.coor to control, and the power,.to affect both pupil learrdng

and ac oncept developrent.; Vinen.the pupil extends an

relatio*ship to, the teacherli i.e., "attending to the teadier,"

a reciprocal relatiOnship, not.a unidixectional relationship, is este-
' )

bl beboreith than. In this reciprocal relationship, toth pupils
# *

and teadhers ert %ghat Hunt (tslot 4) clefilles as "pull" .of cue's of

ir!fluence which are "read" and selectitely adapted to in responses,

described as and "flexing."

ihe reciprocity based utin the exiension of a value-based

relationship .in the tea4iing-learning tiituablon vinare pupils attend
h,

to teachers and teachers attend to pupils is essentially-the same

kind of re1ation3hip,in Which teachers e _credited with the power- to

affect pupil self-ccticept (Wash and Both', 1978). This relatiorithif,

called the Behavioral DiOogue, descri4s the process in which the

pupil vests the teacher with significan4e, that is unqualified accep-

tance as a .sourm of "self!' reflection, 1r 411s a salient other, a persca

aocepted with qualifications and conditipnally valued for a specific

function. 'The olass#rocrn environnent, .including peers; and the physioal

sumundings are also given a salient v4ue. In all instances,

the value and the power to influence are'conferred by the pupil, as

illustrated in Figure 1.

Dlsert Figure 1 here

-
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%sachets' functions as significint/salient ottiers in the behavioral

-dia1ostue-ot2the classon are thos.e of reflecting pupils, _interpreting

their roles, and devising their experiences and providing information.

Eadt-bne of these functions is a theoietical s?urce of data for the

assisarent and evaluation of thetnsture of the pupils' experignoes
6 $

tOtt school context, and in aidociation with the pupild' Value system,-

inditates the pzisitive or tlegative affect pf ,the events the

pupil is 'experiencing.

'The way the teaoher manages the classroom, .inierPrets anti deiines

the pupil role in ihe le.arning process, appliei classroom discipline,

selects pupils for recitation4 'presents:41'6=1th*, Old provides
k

feedback to...the pupil all have withip then an elerent f reflectix:0*

*interpretati.on, and intonation that can, if the pvi;il'so elects,

aifect the pupil's concept of self, positively or negatively..
. .

Vhen researchers present teacher behaviors as more or lassettective
1,

in aorrelation with pvil academic achievement/ the dixectiOn of -the

pupil behavior indicates a valuing for, or atleast an association with;

the teaciar behavior. it is possible, then, to draw inferences for

pupil valang ;ilith regard to "self" from the 'behavior of the 'ieacher

on one side of the dialogue, and the.behavior oi pupils cts thepther

sidep, with careful attention to any. pupil tiait variables such as higri

or Aro SWF pupil ruci,ety, pupil de6endence, and pupil autonomy.

We shall also take the pc)sition that tere are other aspects of

the self besides self-esteem, or perception of self-as-pupil, affected

by the experiithces ot the -classroom. Since there are, as yet, no

universally accepted definitions of any "self" referencing constructs,

26
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and slice the constructs The have previously devised are more Useful,

at leapt to us, in this context, we will also be Utilizing those

cOnstructs in our discussions of the effeot of teacher behaviors on

pupil self-concept. This-contruct, Which we Call Me General Self-
.

doncZyt, is described in Kash and Borich (1978).

In ma:ening the Impils' experiences, Weinstein arid Fantini.
..

(1970) identified three =mon conceal of pupils: first, a concern

with self4mage and with the developuent of a sense of "Whoo I am" in°

. a

relotion to self and others, or pelf-identity;,second;Np concern with a

feeling of disconnectedmitss, a problem ct rel- "Mere do I fik

'in _this Wur ld"; and third, a concern about co_aq,o1 of their lives,

1
,

whether they see themselves as hiving significant inpact co their.

Wor1 dcm:41ether they see themselves as helple;s,in the face of suth-

ority or other.,UnknaWn forces. e.

,Our national posture has, in past decades, tended to produce

educational and other social policies implicitly. I explicitly aimed
4

at minim4ing or reducing cultural and ethnic differences in attitudes,,

custans, languages, and behe4ors a pcsturemccurately caught by-the

rietaphor of "the meltimg pot." Cur present stance seems mote aitly

descated by a,."mosaic"'metaphor, where_cultural and ethnic differ-

eno6 are seen as havimg positive value, both fa* those holding them

rd bi the SOCiety as a whole. Educational policy, then tinds to

allow for more'diversity in these areas, accepting heterogeneity where

enfa..bonorneity was required.

2 7
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When low SES predicts acadeMic experience and achievement, we
.

face a situallp; In which many such pupils ate virtbally guaranteed

negative experiences and achievenents. M Blom (1973) has.. pointed

out, "Successful experiences in school are no guarantee of a generally

,lositive self-concept, but they increase the probabilities thaesuch

will be the case. In contrast, unsuccessful experiences in school

guarantee that the individual will develop a negative academic self-

concept and increase the probabilities that he will have a generally
*

negative self-concept" (p. 142)..

Cautions to be Cbserved Concerning the R9search Literature

p*.

Research coeffective teadhing is intandea to isolate,and ideptify

specific or general teacher behaviors that bring about positave pupil

changes. nue had such information we could train new teacher's to

behave in effective wayS, provtde post-educational Axperiences'for

practicing teachers to improve their per!ormances, and easily monitor

the overall effectiveness.oi the educational process.
,

. .

Thousandsvof person-hours (and compur-hours), mAlions of dollars,

and an.unmeasurable amount of thought and eneigy have .been spent trying

to bring about such a state of affairs. Especially 'in recent years,

literally hundreds of research studies ha've been reported in the litera-

tire and scores more are either unaer way, in grant proposals, CT

germinating in fertile minds.

COnsidering the mass iof data available to us in this review, it

seems apporopiiate to indicate same of the problems confrenting both

stile reviewer and the educator charged with drawing viable conclusions
4
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fun this voluminms research literature.

The evaluation of any scientific saidy is a functiOn of many

faotcirs-, but certainly byo of the most imortant are captured in the

follooing questions. (1) Has this research been replicated? (2)

Can the. results of this study be generalized, i.e./. can we apply the

The first tjuestion, replicability, is basic bo the advancement

of scientific knswledge, whether the science be subatomic physics,

bidchentistry, botany; or education. Wren a study-is done a seoond r

(or third, br nth) tine, under the sane. ()mations; and the sane

(oesimilar) results are-obtained, our confidence in the data is enor-

kosly enhanced. And since science is a public phenceenon engaged in

by-fallible lumen beings, our confidence is even further increased if

replications are performed by indeperldent- investigatorsagain, the

The operative'phrase here is "under the sane conditions." As

we shall see, the teacher effectiveness literature is characterizeid

by an almost overAelming diversity of teacher and pupil sanples,

nethodologies, and observational techniques, -statisticil proC:edures,

and outcome neasurenent instrittents. A related problem, as we sha?.1 also

see, is that information necessary for replication fis often ambiguous

or lacking .."entirely. Therefore, it is difficult to find 'many studies

in this area which ifleet even reasonably loose critiria of replicability.
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The second que§ti6n, generalizability, is equally crucial to the

ifiterpretation c;.f research results and their translItion into policy.

Men we tre dealing with extrwely sinple 1:hencaena the generalization

issue may remain relatively inSignkficant. .When, however, 'we are

dealing with an area as rich in conplexity as the teaching-learning

proms's, wanust-proceed'with
extrene caution. Men many variables are

inVolved, the ecientific method attempts, to hold all but one variable

constant and see what happens to at one variable under spa* treat-.

nent conditiCe 'If Uniarm vidriables, or variables kman ko interact

-with our chosen variab/e, are also present, Obviously our conclu-

sions yrust be tentative and limited.

The situation in regard to teacher effectiveness research is that'

there are a lot of variables, varying across a lot of studies; and this
6,

filial coupled with the above discussion of replicability, suggests

that we should exercise extrene care in deciding when and how far ue

should generalize from' a,particular study.

'There are other nore specific caveats of which, we should be aware.

One relates to the fact that researchers, often asstme that teacher and

pupil behaviors will be,related in eg straightforward linear manner

that is, increases in one will always be associated with increases'

in the .other. In fact, such relationships are often curvilinear. Illor

6

exanple,. an increase in teacher. praise, may be associated with an increase

ari sone pupil outoome--4 to ,a point.. Beyond that point, further praise
4

may become so expected and irrelevant as to cause no further increase in

the pupil 'outomne or even to revrse the effect. Several varieties of

curvilinear relationships appear in the literature, and their inter-

3 0
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pritations are ditNiously more complicated thar those for more simple

linear relatIonships.

Mother problem relates to the fact that research results are, of

necessity, based on teachers who are under,observation, and vho are

wry nuch aware of that obs!rvation and its potential effects upon

tteir teaching careers. As-Barker and Weight (1955) ,have 4von, most

people tend to farget do feat of observation over tire; hmer, lost

of * present research utilized observational techraques where such

a time factor could not be expected to operate: Moreover, Sanph alote

found clear différerxes in' behavior betwen teachers who knew they

s vat* being pbsenta and.those whp were not sure whether they were

being obiserved or not. Specifically, the former teachers were more

attentive to thefr pupils than were the latter teachers and tended to

'use less criticsism. 'Such differences vould 'surely Oe reflected in zany

of the research iesulti z..rted for4teacher effectiveness. 'In additim,
r 4

t h e effectS of .obsorvetS _ork ii behaviora haw noi been exandned,

tut can be assumed to have consequences for teacher-pupil i,nteractions,

either positiw, negative, or both. Without a aearer under;t4andini),

then, of *.ways in which intrusive observatIonftechniques affect

teaching behayiors, We must be careful in generalizing results of

observed elassroom teacbers to those teachers When not Under observation A
0

or to other 'teachers.

Although there are a few experinental stues to be oonsideted in

'this review, the bulk of the research is correlational in nature. In

other valets, teacher behaviors are Obsprved, pupil behaviors are observed,

and pupil outocmes are neasured. All of this takes place in the class-

room, whicii is charaoterlized above all by teacher-pupil interactions.

31
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coniext, wa nee& to isrember that tiacher,pupil interactions are

$/lteractions--that'is, teachers undoubtedly affeci their pupife,

but *ils also affect their leachers. Correlatiol techniques r!flect

the tendency foro (or note) events.to co-ilarr-'4*hey do not provide

basis for inferringAither.the presence of-a causal 'relationship or a

dijotixinalits: a-preowned causation.

Iteiearchers and reviewers are aware of di; proper interpretation

of correlatiOri eoeficients, eina are careful to warn their readers

. 0 t leaping tO unwarrantedaause-and-effect conclusions based on such

These warnings erre ccovonplace in introdbetory rentiks. ,When the

tilos cones to rent% arid interpret the, data, himever, this warning is

often fOrgoten because of the culturilly ingrained assutiption thit

teathers are the prime causal agents in.the classroom, anct, the under-

standable desire on't)i part of tr* researcher or reviievier,th Provide

practical and;meaningful answers to the guestions posed by the research.

The inportance of thie -brobliinn lies in the fact,- alluded to above,'

that pupils do influence teachers. Men, for movie,. Medley (1977)

concludes that IV effective teacher maintains an environment that is

supportive, ...and free from disruptive behavior, 1' it is easy to o.;ttrii-

bute causality to the teacher who manages to achieve and maintain swirl

conditions. .1knoever, this teacier may have been presented with a class-
.

roan* full of mature, intelligent, responsible, ilptivated pupils with

standing of and apprecittion for the valuf of e'ducation.
. .

Were 'this same teacher to be confronted with-Imother classrocen, filled

with /mature, less iritelligent, irresponsible, unmotivated pupils

whbse valuei derive 'from an entirely different set olf experiential and.

F.;
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envi.rodtental circtiostances, we might predict the'presence of considerably

more disorderly beliavior. And, in second case, we might be terrpted

to col'Icluaa ihat pupils have caused s perhaps substantial changes,

in that teachei'ebehavicr. such a lusion is alsQ erronecus--

tie can only .contlude that the

,
ciatiadnot that cne causes the.otheld.

vicis in cipssttonare asio-



Representative Results of Teacher Effeetivenass Research

tWier effectiveness research to be eonsidereek represents

Of the art at .the present tire. Conceptually, thinrreseareh

that =Ede a observing and-recording ideal.--

pupil behavior's occurring in a elassroan.

aditiminientlivelOtOf 'those mils are assessed before and after
Isttient', and Correlations are,obtaine4. These are the bare

#

the pr9pess-produet model of teacher effectiveness reseavt.

Melpodolegieally we will .deal with very few expeririental studies.

data bet& iplutles ethilographic or ecological analyses of the..

olasar.ocin, 'program evaluition teehnicAes, and correlational research.

All of these methodologies result in cdrrelatibnal data. A readitlg of

Previous -reviews suggePts that ue are nCIN in a eCeitiOn to draw =elu-

sions based man emerging coru3ensust of replicated results fran a variety

of relatively ccat?rehensive sovoes. We will report findings which can

.then be described as representative of those souices.

Rathip.than burden the body of this disvassion with extensive

references, Appendix B presents a table relating specific findings

irentified by tuber) to -those references from whieh they were drawn

(identified-by authors). The references will be found In the Biblio-
/graphy. in construe this table it was necessary in many instances

to forego the creativity of variable-namers and to colleeminto one

category varyOlds Which by definition seemed similar.

VOA
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sions follcwing the Suritaries pf .Findngs etre based

prima* upon tiitoseajtor studies that repreSent among them the

aunt of identified teacher behaviors appe!aring to be both relev:ant

and informativ'e to our.; .urposes. Other studies offering insights

'pertinent io the discuSsicrip are also tabled, but all findings of

thoie stUdies nay not-appear. References to theories and inter-

pretations will appear in the body of the thxt and in t.he

ography,- but not in Appendix B. ,

ifs Releyant
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Surstary of UV:dings;

Tine spent actively engaged in leaning is

itositf.'Vely coirelated with pupil'aehievicant. (1)

. Mount of allocated time for atademto sdojects

is poeitively correlated with pug). achtevatent. (2)

. length of sahool day or year is positively

corialated with pupil achievement if it is a

factor in allocating time per 'subject. (3)
*4

The moit intensely.researched questions in terms of breadth and

scope,.with the mat substantiat.1 results in terms.of .confirnation and

nutuality across circumstances, are those addressia the relation-

ship "of "time" to academic achievenerk. The three basic questions

addressed were:

1. Mitt is the relationship between the length of the school day

:46

and academic achievement levels?

-.-



What is the relationshiii between tine allocated to specific

subject-content and achievement levels in that subject?

3. Mate is the relationship hokt;men actively engaged-pupil-tine

-within allocated-to-subject time and achievement levels in

that subject?

We have selected three reeirch studies-that address.at least boo of these

o ons in iderltifiably different geographical cirtumstandes.

.; The firit study is _one undertaken by the International Association

for the Eval tion sot fAucational Achievement, which Ms been in i3ro-

VMS for over a decade. This study included twenty-one countries,

17 of which are classified as Developed and the remaining four as

NyVaalest countries. It evaluated the achievement of stwient popula-
r

tions ranging fran agd ten to the, final year 'of secondary education, in

six soWectEareas (Farrell, 1977). The results oi this study, specific

to the research questions, arel (1) Mile there is considerable variance

In the length of school days and the number of days per year Across

countries these Variables dia not predict academic achieveme4; .however,

(2) the amount of time allocated to a specific subject did preact

levels of academic achievement. The more time pupils spent on a sub-

ject, the more they atinieved.

All of these factors, length of school gay, allocated time, pupil-

engaged time, and neasurable differences in program characteristics

between schools ocire'together in the riext study.

The Ebllaw Throucfil Classroom Observation Evaluation (Stallings

znd Kaskaiitz,Acte 6) was designed to investigate the differentitio.

effects of in-school. programs that were baseeon different theories of
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develdwent and education. These programs were iffplemeat as extensions

of pre--school programs .for the purpose of consolidating and 'maintaining

the academic gains made by pupils )6=4:led in Head Start and similar

project& Seven programs representing atom them the theories pf

Dewy, Piaget, the En. glish Infant School theory, and reinforcement

theory were selected for evaluation, *along with non--Pollcw Through cortpari-

son population.s. The 35 selected project sites covered all geographic s.

areas of theltillited States, rural and urban locations, and several

racial and ethnic minorities at first and third grade levels. The

'oh* was focused on reading and mthematics ins-truction and hchieve--

,ment.

Relevant results indicated thit the length of the school 'day and

the average time spent by the pupil engted in a reading or mathematics
4

activity were related itt both first and third grade levels to higher

reading and mathematics scores. *Spice legt of the school day

varied by as much as two 'hours ammg the schools in thii study, the length

of the school day affected the amunt of tilye that co4d be allocated to

specific sdbjects.

The abilfty level of each of the pupils in this study was assesded

at entry into kindergarten or first grade by the Wiefe Range Achievenent

Test. (WRAT). 'Me 'investigators concluded that classmom instructional

processesVredicted as much or more of the outcom score variances than

did entering I-Kiva tAst scores of children. Based upon these findings,

they concluded that what occurs within a classroom does contribute to .achieve-*

vent in basic skills, good attendance, and desired child behaviors.
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The Beg,i.nning 'leacher Eva3.uation Study, Phase II (Fisher,, Berliner,

ruby, Marliave, CAhen, Dishaw, Moore, Note.7) dentified the following

correlates of 1141 reading and nethemtios achi t gains:

1. ;The t of time that teachers allooate instruction in

a particulair Subject is.positively ssociat41 with pupil

in thit subject; and

Tne proportion of pne that students are

is positively associated_with student 1

Data on allocated tine and pupil engaged tine were icollected
4,4

coe-year period 'in 25 second and 21 fifth grade olas
,

Cnce again the wide vagiatsion in the amount of thet1ocate4 to

stit3ject content at both grade levels, and the positive rela4cn5hp between

tire Allocated to subject content and pupil achiemnent were confIrneo.;

Z1e witount of alloczted tim sets a Limit on the tine spentwith'a putt-
'

in studying

caw subject content, and in that poise, limits the amount ipc time a

pupil could be actively engaged in learning. Th the fifth grade reading

Salvia of this study the range of average allotted tine varied fran

apprminately 60 to.140 miilutes per ,day:

In examining the relationship of allocated tine to engaged time,

an equally large variance in the proportim of engaged tin appeared

from class to class and pupil.to pupil. Soma classes had an average

'engagerent .rate of 50 percent while others reached an average approaching

_90 percent.

The length of the school day does not predict pupil achieiment in

specific content areas because t does not reflect' the ti.ma allocated to
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a speoific subject. timever, it does create a press on the amount of

title that can be.allocated to subject oontent within a school day it*

ternant of allocated tine per subject .reflects the priorities of those

,uto ma)ce the 19.locations. The anount of 'pupil engaged time reflects

both the effectiveness of 'the tteching occurring in the classroan and the

values (notivations), as well as the aptiles and abilities of the

'thne is an ever-constant/ factor a systematized learning processes.

It is xileto classify pap s as Past, Average, or Slav learners .

defined by a ratio of le,rning content over tine. On the average,

nine months of a year allocated to speciiic curriculum =tent consti-

tutes a grade level.

because of their rate of learning., do not cover the

asiigned curriculum Objectives in the allocated amok** of tine ray

benefit from an increased amount of tine assigned/to the same

'curriculum thives . Pupil, who can cover the assisned 'curriculum

--in the allocated amt of time may.benefit fran an increas.. e in allotted

tine jail an increase in curricUlint objectives: These are, to date, the

essential elertents of bothirndiyidueilized inatTuation by self-pabad

:ma.rioulun materials and ability grouping by teachers.
4

The issue Of time--in sthool, in the classroan, allocated, on-task--

seems Wool:101,ms to wirrant ynach nt4re attention. Yet it is in these

areas that the nost solid osearch results exist and that thi most

specific policy implications lie. Since tine is finite, the relative

allocation pf school time must inevitably involve trade-offs bebyeen
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guid wrong different activities: The reSearch pondusibns utich strongly.

sugOeit that nbre tine stentby pupilsin reading and nethenseics

class*, in the kmer elenedary grades lecid`to increased achieve:tent

;61evels n tliose subjects, have the following inplications. ts,

First, nust asaune that- such an increase in ieading and

asthmatici tiire swill lead to less time spent on other iltilbject matter

anajor on social, aesthetic, and recreational a.ctivities of a more

broadly educativ6 nature, Airther.overbalancing the classroon toward

cognitive rAtier than affective experiences.

Second, we mist also' raise, the question of whether or not, within

tine sPans spebificallvallocated to these subjects, there are stilt

nore or less effective teacher behaviors. That is, nothing in thii

section suggests that we should not continue the search for effcttve

teadiers.

Third, we need to renembEF that th-ese -results strongly eaphasize

the *central role of the pupil j.n investing the schcol and the teacher

with the power to. teach. The bottom the is pupil ktine-on-task.

`tiith all other c?ondiblbs'optimized, :it is the pupils-who will or wiI1
eP

not be engaged in the learning tasks prepared for them. There-have been

a mbar .of different trocedures used in the research for neasuring

such pupil behavior, all, of which are inadequate in at least one sense.

One pupil, skill which will fbrever elude any t-out the nost.sensitive

and sophisticated observer, is the abAity to- appear to be on-ta;3k,

intently poring ow textbook %or work shrt, while actually dreanting of

things far moved ft:1M the instructional content.
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Puils' Attendirg Behaviors euld leacher Effectiveness

Sammy of findings:

. .Pupild'. attending and cooperating behaviorA differ-.

entiate more and less effective teachers

across pupi,1 SES.and grade levels. (4)

'Teachers are agsigried to neet with groups.of students for

designated 'pericd's of time and to conduct activitiel that ire/lave

All students and have sane educative justification. At a prox-

nete level, the teachei's task engendered by this arrallgenen. t

4. is to 'secure the cooperaticin of students in classrocm activities.

Corplications in gaining cooperation arise from the fact that

st*lents vary itr their:abilities to abconplish academic tasks .

and -in their' inclinations to patticipate in classroom activiti.es"."

(Doyle, Note 8, p.4)

By attending to the thacher, pupils indicate that they ivy' be

vesting the teacher with the "pager" to tdach, and by accepting the

pupil roll wit, defined by the teacher, they indicate at least a value

for adUlt; or teacher, authority. Less effective, teacher's of lag SES

parly elenentity pupils have more deviant, disruptive pupil behavig;r in

their classroom. In high MS classioana, pupil behaviors labeled

as wit.hdrawn and passis;e-yere negatively correlated with pupil academic

achievenent. These behavior patterns coad be interpreted as cues

tliat,..git best, these pupils did dot fully understand the definition of

the pupil role, and a vorst, that thd role .was sinply not accepted or

41
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.As.demon*trated by observedtpupil behavior, Imre effective teachers
.7

bf low S iTh in.the'ilower elerentary grades..have pupils who could

be described as having: (1) 'a value for teacher authorityp (2) a
.

/value fpr. the teacher-ilefined vole, and the perception of self as
I ,

doei, learner', and knower reflected in that role, and/or (3) a value

for teacher ..apptoval.
T. s

In terne., Of observed pupil behaviors, both twee and less effec-
, ,

tive teathers of middle and 'Ito SE§: pupil populationd have less deviant

and disruptive pupil beliaviors in their claisrcons. Fran this evidence
s ?

We can draw the infekence thai when classrolets are charactenzed by

:pupil atendin9 and -carrating behaviorb, 'and sipificant increases

irilearning axle not taking place, other factors related to teacher practices
.

at pupil characeristics'-nust be more salient in 'these classrookos.

Direct Indi tyreaching 1.44thods

-Sunrary -of findings:I

Direct teaching nethods are positively corraated with

pupil achievement of laeer-order cognitive objectives. (5)

Direct teaching, with slower pacing of learning object-

ives, is potitively correlated witri athievenent of row

SES pupils. (5)

indirect teachin4 is negatively correlated with achievement

at lower elementary'grade levels and. across SES levels. (7)

4
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Twoihsthods of teaching that inoorporate characteristics Of

thacher-centerelless and OUpil-centeredness with regard to the style

in which lesion oiotent is communicated, are decribed respectively

as Direct teachim andqndirect.-baaching.

lb Direct teachini employs a stimulus/response model with immediate

evaluation of response, elements that are incorporated in conditioning,

prOgrammed learning, and contingemq mcdels.- It is considered to be a

highly appropriate and effective method when ths nature of the cognitive

obj.ective is convergent (focused on the one,and only "ri§ht" answer as

inlearningnumb400er facts or.spelling), CT one of "dOcoding" or "recalling"

(associating spunds and letter simbols, usingkrbalemes and word recogni-
,

tion in ieading).

The appropriateness of this method appears to be sUbstantiated by

research results indicaping that pupil gains in academic achievement,

at the basic'skills aoquisition level, are positively correlatalwith.

teachers' direct teaching styles. low SES pupils haye been shown to Make

gains in achievementwheri direct teaching was used and when subject

content was presentei i1i smaller.amdunts at a slower pace. Tallmadge

(Iote 9) has also identified direct teachinTas an effective method in
,

reme6i61 educption, wherebuic Skills acguistion is again the primary

learning objective.

In Applying the. Direct teaching mode tO the presentation of subject

content, the pupil role could be interpreted ec..ally narrowly 'and be con-

fined to drill, drill:an:Imre drill, in the task activities following

piesentation. Bowyer, a creative use of materials aseinstructional

4 3
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aids and more individual interaction with the teacher (or qther adults

in the classroom) and discussion about the subject content can broaden

- the pupil's participating role and increase the opportunities for a

'positive perceptibn oC self as doer, learner, and knower that would be

valued lby pupils in the formation cl a positive concept of self-as-

pupil.

Indirect teaching, a stle considered to be more appropriate for

divergent lemming tasks (developing and applying mathematical concepts

to problem solving, analyzing context for word meaning, finding re-

lationships to form generalizations and discover principles) and requiring

htghev-order cognitive.functioning,appears to have a limited role

at the early elementary level. In the;:ontext of higherrorder questioning,

a negative association of higher-order cognitive functions with the achieve-

ment of pupils in elementary grades has been found in the research.

the fact that lower elmmentary subject content is characterized,

by lower cognitive learning objectives does not mean that concept

development is not occurring at these grade levels or even below. %.

There is every reason to J./4er from the researdh and from, knowledge

of curriculumoontent that there is a role for indirect teaching

practices that relates to-learning at these grade levels, but that the

effects cannot be measorea by sukidardized :achievement tests.'

Tests adMinistered to both Follow Through'Project pupils and

control pupils prodired significant informatidn regarding the effects of

teaching practices on pupils' self-perceptions. *The cognitive level

and sUbject content for all the-pupil populations was essentially.the

1

4
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4
same. However, in those programs where pupil ales were broadened

to sallow some pup;i1 initiative, and accessbo a wider variety of acti-.

vities and eXploratory materials,pupils"learned to see the relation-

ship between parts and wholes" (Stallings, 1976, p.47). pupils
ommil0,0,464dea

in these. programs aleo showed mzre indeperident and more cooperative behAvior.

Teacher Questioning Practices: Pupil Questioning Response Behaviors

Stnnary of findings:

Higher-order questioning is negatively correlated with

pupil achievement across SES, elertentary grade levels

and subject content. .(8)

Lower-'prder questicoing is positively correlated With

pupil adhievement across. SES, elementary grade levels

and subject content. (9)

More eff tive teachers of high SiS pupils permit pupils

to take the initiative in asking for help. (10)

MCce effective teachers of law SES pupils persist,in

questioning pbpili amd helptthem to respond. (11)

. More effective teachei% of both high and low SES pupils

gauge questions at an appropriate level ct difficulty. (12)

Questioning is one of the classroom teacher's most potent teaching

skills. Questioning is theyeansof obtaining feedback from the pupils

that tells the teacher whether presentations are understood or mis-

understood, whether mocedurep are clear or ambiguous, and whether the
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level of learning is acceptable or unacceptable. They Inform *the

teagher as to which pupils are haying trouble and which pupils can be

.expected to go ahead with task activities. Many of the verbal

interadtions in the classroorn fall into the categories of teacher and

pupil questioning behaviors.
pi

The widely-held belief that higher-order questioning will con-

tribute to pupil gains in learning Was not sthstantiated by the research..

Higher-order questions wre negatively correlqed with pupil academic

t.gains across all SES groups, grade 1ls, and subject =tent.

liower-order questions gauged at an appropriate level of difficUlty

fbr pupil ability and subject content were positively ciorrelatiad with

pwil gain acTos-s all SES groups, grad% levels, and academic subjects.
*An appropriate level of difficulty was defined as challenging to pupils

and not sinply drawing upon, i..ell-kncwn information. .

The practice- of calling on volunteerstis also correlated with pupil
e

achievemeni"a'Cross pupil papulations at these grade levels.

, More effective teachers of fow SES pupils also persisted with

thpir quOstioning when ptipils c'ould not answer, and supplied process 4,,

cues to help pt.pils respond. More effective 'teachers .of lcw SES pupils

also tended to ask questions in rotation, providing opportunities

for all pupils to recite:

Nbre effective teachers of high SW pupils tended to ask more

product questions requiring short answers than process questions

requiring long explorations. Rather than persistiin when pupils

failed to abswer,, teachers of high SES pupils tended to move along to

16



another_pupil for correct answers or supplied the correct answer

'themselves.

45

Student-initiated qUestioning correlated with pupil achievement ,

gains across. all MS and grade levels, and acaderdb subjects. High

SES pupils tended to seek out teachers for questioning, low SES pupils

did wt. High SES pupil response behaviors of "calling out" were

positively correlated with pupil achievestent in a mathenatics oontext;

t)lis sage behavior was negatively correlated with pupil gain in a

reading context !or the sane SES group.

These data cs teacher questioning processes support the general

contention that early elemen4ary pupils show gains when questions

are kept straightforward and relatively sinple. This is in accord

Wipi the fact that thematerial to% be learned is stitaightforward and

convergent. The consistent finding that higher-ordd questions corre-

late negatively with achievement nay be Interpreted as an argument

against 'the use of such que -tioni. However, this finding may

refAect the fact that'the use,of. higher conceptual level thinking

is not easily nessured. It nay alSo reflect the fact that pupils haW

not had the opportunity to develop' such cognitive processes in the

school experience. Future research may resolve this question.
4,1

Itacher Praise

Summary of findings:

Teaoher praisd is positively correlated with the academic

achievement of la4 SES pupils. (13)

Teacher.praise shows either no relationship or negative

correlations with the academic achievenent of high SES pupils. (14)
4

17
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It has been presumed in the *research hypotheses of investigatoks

that pupils will respond to teacher praise with increased performance.

acx. prais,e, acceptance, and approval have singled out for

fcons.iderable study. The results of these .studies indicate that

pupils respond:differentially to teacher praise.

. ake of the difficulties . wilted in examtinink the research on

teacher praise and pupil achievement has been the variety of operating

definitions for "praise." Same measures have included all possible

form' .under a global. term "praise," and others have di-Iferen ted

bebeen the use. of praise during instfirtion and the use of praise as
.4

a n!sarls of behavior control. As a specific teacher behavior, praise
.

is -0 lated with pupil achievement. ficmever, when mil character-
,

istics such as SES are used as discriminators, teacher praise is..

l!chOwn to be bore highly correlated with the achieverren of low SES

mils, and shows either no kelatiOnsht or a slightly negative re-

lationShip with achievement of high SES pupils.

These results suggest the nature of pupils' experiences with

'teacher praise, and their individual values for it. It seems only

'reasonable to 'suspect that pupils who receive a great deal of praise

for their performiincea and products will "get used to it," and that

pupils who are not performing and producing at an approved rate will

4

be more impressed by a positive evaluation of their.efforts. That may be

a possible wiplanation tor the patterns of-results found-in-the-research-4--

/8
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But _here are additional findings that suggest a closer relation-

ship between individual pOpil values and the way they respond to ,

praise. Anong.low SES pupils there was a posilive relationship between

teachers* praise of pupils' responses to opinion questiOns, but a

ne9ative relationship with teacher, praise for response to factual

queitions. Among low SES pupils, approval-seeking behaviors uere

also found to be negatively 'correlated with learning gains. A rela-

.

tionship suggesting thepossibility that pupils who are dependent upon

the teather's praise and approval ate more likely to be motivated

AV

by that praise and approval was reported by Hartup (1958). He found

a positive relatiOnship bebveen teacher praise and achievenalt of

girls, and of "dep oendent"bys.

It appears that teathers' praise more likely tozi notivate and

.enciourage' low SES pupils; who value tht positive refleetion of their

performancei. It does not seen to affect the already* positive percep-

tion of self-as-pupil 'held' by high Sig pupils.

Evaluative -Feedback

Sumuy of- findings:

4

Wachers' use of evaluative feedback that directly.relates

to pupils' performances and product's is positively related

to increaied academic performance by both high and D'd

ability pupils. (15)

/9
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The point at which both praise and criticism care together for

pupils is the evaluative feedoack offered by teachers. High achievers

respond more positively to evalutive feedback that includes criticism

of $heir work than they do to teachers' praise and approval. Pickup

and Anthony (1968) reported that pupils with low expectations for the

so:loess of thefr wprk responded with fore effort and higher achievement

when they were given the benefit of the doubt (received credit for par-

tially correci answers) that resulted in higher grades than were

expected. ,.-

The kind of self-fulfilling prophecy that is often elated to

teacher' expectations for pupils is also related to pupils' expectations

of their own succeSSeS _and failures. Pupils too, are in a position

to influence tile outcones of thefr performances, but those who believe

-they will fail are more likely to fail in the future.

In a very sinple and practical experiment, Pag4 (1958) investi-

gated the effects of written teachei femipa.ck practices on, school'tests

and found that low achieving pupils responded with better test scores

r,

.
on subseguenttestswhen teachets took the time to, write evaluative and

Icarplimentary caments on their. test-papers. The effects of this practice

sere cowered with giying only a number grade or letter mark, and writing

one-word (=tents like "excellent," "good," or "poor" on the papers.

'Itachers in this study expected their high achieving Avila to respond

post favoratily to the written convents, but it was the "F" students who

sValW-the-grtates-t-gains, oh- subsequent testing.

50
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According.bo an experimental study of pupils' expectations and

their respome bo negative andpositive feedback (Crandall, Gbod and

Crandall, 1964), pupils %to expect to sOCceed,,but experience failure,

are more affected by failure than are those pupils who meet bo fail

and do fail. Likewise, pupils who expect bo fail and experience suc-

cess are not as willing to attfibute success to their own ability and'

do not raise their expectations appreciably. lobr them, success is attri-

butable to something outside of themselves, but failure is their own

responsibility. As far as expecbations are concerned, the Crandall(

study shows that success cannot raissexpectations as effectively as

%lure can 16wer them.

This study also reported that the effects of positive and negative

4 0

. feedbadk were more lasting, and varied in their effect on subsequent

pupil performances: Pupilswho received positive feedback while perform-

ing a task andwho were then sent to perform the task without any

feedback from,an attending adult, were inclined to interpret:the lack

of feedback aS criticism. Pupils who firSt received criticism for their

performances and then experiencLbd silence while performing with an

adult, %ere inclined to interpret silence as approval.

This same pherSomenon was found in another wiperimental study

(feldumbalat, Bowers and Ross, 1969) inv/hidn puiAlswho had experienced

a reduction in the amount of teache'i criticism (and a reduction in the

amount-of teacher praise as well) improved their academic scores.

Pupils who received more teacher praise but no reduction in the amount

of criticism, improved their scores, but not as significantli, as those
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Who eltperienced a reduction in criticism.

Pupils who are achieving seem to value teacher'S feedback when

it helps them solve problems they have identified. They also appear

to value criticism as_a notivator for improving their work. log

achievers appear to value teacier's praise and feedback as refleaticma

of their progress, and ~d.3.so as a positive reflection of their own

Personal contributions. Pupils who are ccupelled to spend a gcod deal

of tise doing what they are told to do, in the way iliey are.told to do

it, shoul4 value the opportAlnity to rnake their own personal contri-

butions. then teachers over-use praise, it can becam a neaningless

event that can't be taken personally and can't be used as a real measure

of a pvil's performance and products. It becomes, instead, a character-

istic of tie teaches. It is highly likely that continued .criticism

has the sane effect and when it sinply describes the miserable state

a pupil is in, without any -information as to how to get out of it, the

pupil's most likely recourse will be either not to take it personally

or not to hear it.

Umber Controlling Behaviors

Summary of findings:

. Teacher belittling of pupils is negatively 'correlated

itth pupil achievement across SES groups, grade levels,

and silbject content. (16)

. Teachers' treatment of the class as one unit in pressuring

for peer control is negatively relatel to pupil achieve-

:lent across S. groups, grade levels, and subject content. 17) .

411116: 5 2



Elgtablishing reasonable rules for class deportmnt and'

follooing thro4iwithtile application of consequences

is positively correlated ulth pupil achievemnt at the

elementary level. (18)

leathers are in classroom because they chose .to be; pupils' are

therVecaese they have to be, and that one small fact can loom very

large. Those pupils whcParrive in the classroom re;dy to accept the

pupil role will pose few problems. Those who arrive unprepared, or un-

Willing to accept that' pupil role will provide all the problems a teacher

or a schoOl can handie. It is nO surprise that maintaining discipline

is a nejor concern of classroom teachers and school principals. But

hog the pupil role is defined and hcro teachers mai;ttain discipline is

the .co're of many of the problem; of classroom. discipline.

The nejority of the pupils in public sthool classroom are not

deviant and disruptive, but they may still be subject to teachers'

controlling bgas that cause them entoarrassment, ,humiliation, and

loss of self-confidence. In a survey of college students ased to describe

thir cost 'negative and growth-ii.shibiting experience, intera tions

with teachers were nailed aS the prifilary so;Irces of such expences

(humiliation, enbarrassment, unfairness, destruction of selt-confidence),

even outdistancing parents and peers (Branan, 1972).

In the reSearch on teacher effectiveness, belittlim, defined as

berating a child before the class, is niIatively oorrelated with pupil.
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achievement across grade levels and subject content. Another contiol-

ling behavior found to be negatively corre'li;ted with' pepil achievenent

is defined as oneness, the practioe *of treating the whole group or class

as "on" in .an effort to exert peer pressure to maintain control.

.The classrobm oontrolling behavior found to be positively oorre--

iated with pupil achievement is. consi1stency of mem, for contrtil,

-Wined as giving a direction or t and following. through -with it.
4

The two negatively correlated behaviors are those that require

4

an "adversary" concept of the teacher-pupil relationship. Teachers

who resort to belittlini, shaming, disgracing, anpl humiliatin4 pupils

intentionally cannot hoi)e to establish the relationship of trust neceisary

,)
for a learning environnent. And tdadhers who'rrristitute a "hostage"

syston of control, nuking other* for behavior they can't control,

=not expect children/W. develop' responibility for their mak behavior.

Teachers who sft behavioral limits and establish classroan ru1es
.

and who apply them fairly, rather than indiscriminately, pronote self-
w

.

Ta_sit Struce De lo rye it

Summary of findings:
. °

Structuring tasks for less direct cognitive control bilt With

4

behavioral contfol is positively correlated with pupll .

achievemnt of higher-order 4-ognitiye.cbjectives. (19)

54
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While,direct instruction has been correlated with achievement at

those grOe levels where-pupils.are engaged in lower-order cognitive

tAsks,'Ahere'is evidence that teachers should pot consider more to.be.

better in usiti direct instruction. There is an,indication thlt too -

..;,. .
.

much direct teadhi,rtg and too closely structured activities had limiting
ilj.

..-
effebts on learning and4on the deyelopuent of higher-order cognitive

.

' skills.
.

,

Research indicates that direct teaching faciiitates learning of

lower-order cognitive objectives,,but ,that less directness is indicated%

. for higher-order cognitive objectives. In a comparatilk arialtsis

of program effects of The

one model of the prograxit,

Follow ThrOugh Projebt,' it was fopnd that

highly struCtured ihtdesiip and based on
a

progrAnted ).earning 1;txi... conditioning priricipies, and whiih stieid prey-
.

' , /

iously ranked high on inasres of pupil acadomic gaid, reversed its
. * ,

'status when.measures for high-level ccgnitive objectivep and oohcept

developeent

Where

objectiveo,

were tntroduced the following yeaf.'.-

4
creativity.and higher-order concept aevelopment ardAe

of the learning.task, pupils should hAve more'freadom,'

under supervision. Some of this freedom can be obtained by sttucturing

tasks so that pupils can apply understood rules and directions.. This

not only offers an opportunity for the pupil to relate the impact of

his or.her skills to the learning task, icut also increases the opportu-

nities to deveIbp constructive, cooperative behaviors (Torrance, 1971).

5 5
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Teacher Talk and Pupil Tali(

St/unary of 'findings:

. 54

Teacher clarity is positixT.ly correlated with pupil

academic achievement. (20)

Increlsed levels'of symbol usage-by 'pupils and teachers

(pupil questioning, discussion, reading -tine in other

subjects., tine allocated to 'reading and mathematics) is

positively, correlated with pupil achievernent in reading

and mathematics. (21)

Wbrds and other symbolic representations of reality are the working

toolsofeducAtion, and not much ct what we call:formal education can

take paace without them. Progressing from the 'acquisition of basic .

skilis bo the application of those skills represents a move:into a world '

where. ideas, It just facts-or concrete reality, exist (Bripner, 1971).

Earlier research dwelt at some length on the ratio of teacher.talk

to pupil talk. The results of this research were not very rewarding,

but the patterns sof classroom interaction and communication were highly

informative. Very little of the research was done with the learning

situation reported and, as a result, it.was difficult to tell whether a

high amount of teacher talk was recorded due to presentation ct material

or a controlling toadency. 'Pupil talk,'unless it was related to subject

content, revealed more about ctf-task behaviOr than the relationship

between pupil talk and pupil achievement.

5 G
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In the Follow Through studies which incorporated several different

programs.for earlytelementary education, verbal activities, including

activities related to other subjects, were associated with pupil gain,

in readin/. Cther research at the fourth and fifth grade levels found

that discussion about subject content was also correlated with achieve-
.

nrenlefior middleJand. high StS pupils.

In addition:to.the:importance cif feedback communications, teacher

clarity inpresentinginiornatibn was found to be correlated with the

academilc achievement of pupils above the third grade level.' Moving

'to higher-order cognitive tasks with expanding applicaticos of the

basic skills to higher-ortier processes and concepts may bring the clarity

4ot presentationOnto focus as a differentiating characteristic of

^effective,teachers that is not as'discernible at the lower elementary

levelso

At every level, and increasingly so, the process of education is

a vetbal: experience. When pupils lack, and cannot acquire, this key

to.the system, it is highly unlikely that they will have a successful

schooling experience.

Classroom Managemant practices

Surrrnary of _findings:

Small group instruction is positively correlated with pupil

achilvement in the basic skills at the first and second

grade levels. (22)

. 'Whole class, instruction is positively correlated with
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pupil achieveuentain mathematics and reading at the

higher levels of elementary educatiaa. (23)

Pupil-to-pupil tutoring and unsupervised individual CT

small group work are negatively correlated with pupil

achievement at the early levels of elementary education. (24)

What to do how to do it, andwhen to do it, pretty well describe

the themes to be scripted by tea9hers, whether they are dealing with.

classrocm management or the structuring of leaping.tasks.. Research

describing so;11 themes is confined to a very few of the elements that go

into clasSroan management. One of the elements that does appear.with,

.Pegularity in the recent literature is the wai pupils are grouped for

instruction. 1

. %bole Class Instruction. Organization of pupgs fcT lesson

presentation shows a nove from smaller groups at primarr-levels to
asimome

whole 'class instruction at the higher levels of elementary education.

At the third grade level, large group instruction was correlated with

4 pupil achievement in both reading.and mathematics. In the fourth grade,

whole group sitzstruction was also cor'relathd with greater pupil gain,

in mathematics.

Studies examining differences in whole groupland small group

piesentations also investigated feadhmA situations,_use of additional-
.

material and workbooks, and audiovisuals in relation to effective whole

class or large group instruction, but no consistent relationships were
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found.

Small Croup_ and Individual Instruction. Small group in;truction

t.4AS correlated with pupil gains itT-the first grade level. Included

in these conditions were more highly structured and more systematic

instructional patterns, more teacher-pupil interaction, and immediate

feedbadk and reinforcement of pupil responses. These instructional,

patterns applied to both reading and mathematics achievement at this

grade leitel.

individual attention, supervised seat work and small group work

4

were also pdsitively correlated with higher achievement when the pupils
,

Showed persistence in the assigpments. Pupil-to-pupil tutoring and

unsupervised small groups or individual seat work were negatively

oorrelated with achievement.

It appears tfiat at the early levels' of instruction, pupils fire

better with closeE teacher supervision arid help. PuOil,e -at the upper
.

levels appear to have acquired at least ,a suf ficiênt amount plass-

roan behaviors to be allowed more autonomy in the, learningMaess.

The )314pir s one-to-one perception of the relatiumalip Torith his

or her telcher would presuMably I3e estiblished in either a small group 4

or whole class learning sitUatione The opportuniiiei for more frequent 4

refleotions and interpretations of pupil behavior from the teacher

can logically be presumed to be effective in developing a concept of

self-is-pupil as well as A means of reinforcing cognitive achievement.

By the t4ird grade, pupils appear, to have acquired a colicept of the

behaviors that are expected in the classroom and this allows for the



more effective of teacher time in presenting lessons to larger

groups or to.tiye le class.

Relat Teacher.Pr ce to il Self-Co

Smeary' of findin

. Pupil roles

and 'exploration, with acces,to a wider variety of aeti-

t include opportunities fok pupil initiative

vities and material, are positively correlated with measuies

of pupil indePendewe, and.spatial concept development. (215)

. 'Teachers' attitudes andbeliefs expressed in,Clasmxml

behaviors can positively or negabiovely affect pupil

.
A successful 'school experience siems to have within it an image/. 4 I . ,

of the "self" askhaving sore control over whathappens, a 6ontra'that.

'stems from understanding and knowing_what td, do, had to do,it, and

.0xml bo do derived frowthe teicher's function of infoiming,

reflecting, end Interpreting in the classroom enviroment. And in

the course,of acquiring a successful experience, pupils are dependent

upon the teachers' evaluation and feedback of their progress and

performances.

An/ unsuccessful school experience seems tole characterized by

an image of the "self" as having littlei 4rol over the events in the

classivan, a lack of understanding as to what to do, had to do it, and
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when to do it. This results. in less initiati, less goal directed

behavior, less participation in the process, and 'poorer products.

It also appears bo-result in more deviant and disruptive pupil

behavior.

'The probliars involved in studying the relationship of self-concept

development te teacher behaviors are fdr greater than those confronting
1,

research on cognitive pupil gains and they are much farther fran any

resolution. There is no foundation of solid research with regard to

teacher behaviors and their inpact on pupils that could be applied to,

or be used to inform anY decision. But we can bring together the teacher

behaviors identified here as having an association with pupil 'achieve-

ment ind a defined oonstruct of self-ooncept that will alb:hi us to con-

sider the possible relationships.

to both Folllcw Through Project pupils and control pupils

-significant.4nfafmation_regarding the effects of teaching pcac-
I

,tices on pupils° seilf-perbeptions. The cognitive level kid. subject

content for all the pupil populations were essentially the sanre ,. ilcwever,

in those programs.where pupil roles were broadened to allow some pupil

initiative, and access to wider variety of activities and exploratory

materia* pupils "learned to see the Telationship between parts and

wholes (Stallings & Kaskowitz, Note 6, p. 47) ." Pupils in these programs

also shcwded more independent and more cooperative behavior.

Adrninistration of a neasure of pupil's acceptance of responsibility

for their successes and failures (Intellectual Achievement Responsibility
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Scale [Crandall, Katkovsky and Crandall, 1g65)) provided intere'sting

results of program effects.

: Third-grade popili in program that spent gore time with subject

content and in practice, withbigh rates of praise from their teachers

(the conditions that produced the highest rates of perfornance and

growth) tended "to accept responsibility for their failures tut not

tOr their success (p. 45)." pupils in less structured and more

flexible learning situations 'took responsibility for their successes

but not thefr failures. Pupils in only one program that was based

on thp principaes of the Englibh Infant School accepted responsibility

for both their succesies and failures.

Interpreted'as popil experiences that provide reflecticos of the

self through teacher behaviors, pupils who accepted responsibility for

their tailures but not their successes'may have perceived themselves

only as "approved" or "disapproved," and their responses as acceptable

or unacceptable tb the siglifpant--adult;----Academic- performancer-then,

is peroeived as a means of gaining apprOval, 'with the power of approval

and the standards for approval vested in the teacher, a source Outside

of the "self." Failure, however, reflects the pupil's inability to

gain approval, a condition directly attributable to the acts of the "self."

Pupils who accepted responsibility for their successes and not

their failures may have Aquired a more positive perception of self as

haging a positive impact on their envirommnt through their behaviors, tot

nay not yet have acquired a set of standands for academic behaviors.

fterefore, failure in academic performance is defined by standands not

62
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yet aluired by the pupil.

Pupils who have a perception of self as having responsibility for

both .succpss and failure can be seen as having an.understanding of the

behaviors that gain approval and success, and a knowledge of the standards

to be applied. This T.4ould be defined as a realistic, concept of self-

as-pupil.
t.

The clearest midmost constant image a pupil receives in the class-

room is the image of "self" that is formed by the teacher's reflections

and interpwtations,of the pupil's performances and products. 4.Vhe real

experiences of pupils, successful and unsuccessful, are to be found

in the nature.of these reflections and interpretations, and in the

pupil's response to then. Ve schooling experience is idiosyncratic,

with no two pupils in the same room with the sane teacher having

exactly the sane experience. Regardless of haw many other fitudents in

the school or how many mils in the class, the Sala-aim experience

comes down bo nmy school," "my classu" nmy teacher," and atimately,
. .

"my education."

Woo sources that have an iffpact on the nature of a pill's
schooling experience are teacher bias and teachers'expectation. There.,

is evidence in the research literature that pupils' zxperiences can

differ because of their cognitive abilities, their six, socio-econanic

status, ethnicity, and race.

The generally held belief that girls are nore suited to the cori-

trolled environnent of the classroom has been supported by research

indicating that girls receive more approval, but boys receive more
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attention, both positive and negative. Boys' performances are more

highly..praised when they are correct, and boys' behaviors are nore

harshly criticized (iahaderne, Note, 10; Meyer and Thanpson, 1956;

&Neil, 1964; Good and Brophy, 1972) .

That teachers' beliefs can be translated into an effect on pupil

performance and achievement was demonstrated by Pa lardy (1969). This

study confined that. teachers who believed boys learned to read nore

slowly than girls produced reading score's to confirm their beliefs;

teachers who did not believe there was a difference in the learning

rates of boys and girls were equally able to substantiate their beliefs

through pupil scores.

,

The belief that teachers' expectations affect pupil it) has not

been substantiated by research. Howevee, there is eliidence to support

the hypothesis thai' teacher expectations affect their( behaviors, and

1

subseguently, the performance and achievement of their pulpirs, Teachers

with.low exeectations for"their pupils are in a position to reduce the

subject content and limit the activities, thus infiuencing the per-

formance of their pupils.

yeacher biases expressed as attituaes and behaviors in the class-

room become refleCtions ;and interpreiations of pupils that affect the .

-

formation cf the sense ct bodily self and sense of self-identity

when related to physical traits. They are also sources for the

reflection and interpretation of the performing self (the sense of 4

self-extension) and are, therefore, positive and negative sources

for the sense of self-esbeein.
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The belief that all pupils will be.negatively 'affected by academic

failure and will have laq self-esteem ad a result is widely heldiby
4

educators, whose values for education are reflected in that belief.

There are, however, pupils who do not have a value for education and

,re, therefore, not affected by...academic failure. %Pupils can have

values for the self related to physical traits and abilities,' or for

reference groups outside of the school situation that are more im-

portant to them than a positive perception of self-as-pupil. The

problems these pupils present for teachers are ones of influencing

their value, systems and creating a valille for academic achievement.

At"
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Atkr every teacher behavior identified by research.oh teacher

iffectiveness as having a positive or negative relationship to pupil

gains, any classrocrn teather could respond with a "Yes, but..."

followed by an enuineration of possible amditicins or circtmetaiices

that %loould alter the direction, or constrain the use of that parti-

culai'behavior. Teachers knaw that their behaviors have differen-

tial effects on their pupils. What "works" as a motivator for one

pupil can be utterly ineffective with another. in explanation that

produces new understarding and comprebension for one group will leave

another group-qtill baffled, aid a few pupils-bored.

,

Teachers are already aware that pupile time-on-task is a criti-

S.

c.
cal dimension related to the achievement levels withinrthe class-

roont. The orientation of the teacher toward this dimension, howevir,

. is different fran that of the researcher. 'The teacher looks at.the

time needs of the majority of the-class and gauges presentations .

and tasksito accommodate their learning rate and capacity. Those

pupils idhose rate oflearningis faster than that of the majority

will spend less time on planned tasks and,require additional activi-

ties. Those whose learniwg raba is lower than die class majority

will require more individual attention.

Researchers, on the other hand, are looking for aisignificarit

relationship between 'ail cceratlonlly, defined dimension and Pupil

criterion ouboomes, using the combined scores of all the pupils to

66
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create a class mean. In a manner of speaking, this process distri-

butes achievemnt across the class, absorbing both extremes, the very

high and very low scorincg pupil's. In a like manner, the frequenCy of

an oberved behavior, such as time-on-task, becomes a composite picture

of a class or classes, and does not represent individual pupil

behaviors.

The ccaposite pictures assembled frail the data are statistical

represenpitions of classrooms, pupil. behaviors, and teacher behaviors.

The results of these studies do not tell us what should or.cOuld be

happening in classrooms. %ben m9re effective teachers of low SES pupils

are described as h'aving less deviant, disrgptive pupil behaviors in

*

their classrocas, and less effective teachers are described as having

more of such behaviors, we cannot point to a causal direction. We do

not know what,behaviors or whose behaviors are caused by wham or what.

tie do know,that pupils who were less devia# and disruptive appeared to

make morè academiq gains than pupils who we/4 more deviant- and disrup-

tive, thus giiiing,iheir teichers the clasSifications & more analess

v

effective, respectively. In other wcrds, the closer low SES pupil
.4w 0

"behaviors resemble those of mieklle and upper SES pupilso.the closer
4

Il

the teaching behavlors.of "more-effective" -teachers.of loW StS pupils

resemble those a teachers of high SES mils.

Nbne of these descriptive process-product studies actually tell

-us what teachers Should do to increase the academic achievements of

low'SES pupil's if they are not attending and on task. What would

make the acquistion oi basic skills ftore relevant, more valued, and more

67
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sought after by these low achieving,pupils is the question still unans- .

Viered. O.

Let us consider again the international IEA study. InsdeVeloped

. countries it was fbund that "home background" variablespaccounted for

4

most of the variance in pupil achievement. In developing countries, .

on the other hand,. "in school" variables accounted for more of the.

variance. These findings reflect, among other things; 4he.h.omo9eneity

of such factors as level of teackier tiaihing, presence of textbooks,

4,` 1.

i 0

. and so on, in the developed countries compared to the developing countries.

Along the school continuum there is'simply more variaiion present in

developing countries.
4.

a

Men we turn to our awn country, certainly developad rather than.

developing, we find again that relative.developTent 1e is prone-
.,

tive of pupil achievement. Although the Coleman report (19(6) kinds ;

that "in'school" variables are less important than "home backgrpund"

a variables, it also makes clear that "school factors make more difference

in .ichieveuent for minority group members (low SES) than for whites

(middle. SES) ," and that "it is those children who come least prepared

to school...for whan the characteristics of a school make the most

difference (pa. 297) ."

For the majority of our pupils, then, the differences between' the

-schools attended were not statistically significant along the dimensions

measured by the Coleman survey. But this does not mean that Schools

(or teachers) make no difference in pupil achievement. It only means
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that whatever makes this difference will be found within the schooling

experience of pupils.

What is experientihlly significant, hoviever, is that SES does

make a difference. We can predict that, for high SES pupils, "in school"

'vr,riables are More poteht. That is, br'edaUse of the match between their

attitudes, values, and behaviors and those expected in our classrooms,

we predict that these pupils will have differential educational exper-

iences,' both positive and negative. ibr low SES pupils, however,

because of ihe mismatch between'their attitudes, values and behaviors

With those expected in our classr

and negativeclassroom experienCes.

e we can predict highly similar

The experiences of pupils.may, assuggested by the research,

include a great deal of direct teaching in the early years. The

question that must be raised withregard to thip experience, and in

the light of current research, is whether this process constitutes

educatim in the broad sense of the wcrd; or trainimg in the narrow

sense of the word.
9.

Careful attention should he given to the consequent achievement

of pupifswhc)acquire besic skills successfully through direct teaching

practices. ILE their success in giving right answers does not increase

their ability to make decisions, direct their own behavior, set their

own goals1 and assume responsibility for their successes and failures,

we will not have moved toward eliminating SES as a predictor of academic

achievement.
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The ordinary citizen must be equipped, now nore than ever, to

make inforned decisions °that deal with our nati.onal, and indeed,

global welfaee. Daily decisions of the marketplace are not just matters

of addition and subtraation, but of judgments based on kncmledge of

risk and personal values.
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1
A Pupil-Centered Model for Research in

fhe Natural Setting of the Classroom

75a

In Part I and in Appendix A to this paper we have presented a pupil-centered

model for research on teaching effectiveness. This model utilizes the natural

setting of the classroom and incorporates current educational practices. It is

a simple change model based upon.the premise that'the eduCational process is

intended as a treatment for changing students from a state of not knowing to know-

ing. Students are, therefore, the Input into t e change system, the educational

experience is the Treatment, and the changes in s udent performance behavior is

the Outcome.

The unstated, but operating, hypothesis of every classroom is that the applied

treatment, that is, the conditions and experiences offered students, will address

flie state of,the target population and produce desired èanges in their performing

MeasUres oE student outcomes indicate the mat h or mismatch, between

student entry characteristics, the change treatment applie and the system-

prescribe& outcome criteria.

The purpose of this model is to examine hypothesized rela onships between

student characteristics, educational treatments, andxstudent outes. When it

is applied to descriptive studies, this model can be ub. to identi differences

and similarities in sample student populations, applied treatnents, an student

outcomes. Applied to comparative studies, this model can be used as a guide for

documenting differential responses of identified sample populatione to defined

and monitored educational treatments. Knowledge gained from both types of studies

can serve as the basis for designing experimental treatments for defined

populations.

The practical purpose of this model is to identify the ways in which some

students can be said to be like-some others by defined characteristics and

responses. By application,of meta-analysis to accumulations of studies utilizing

this model we may someday be able to identify the ways in which all students can

be said to be like all others in their characteristics and responses. However,

our present purpose is to provide a knowledge base for the treatment of student

differences to achieve similarity in'successful outcomes of the educational

process.
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Appendix A. A tAxlel for Conceptualizing 'leacher Effectiveness Research

11/4

The following table presents a conceptual model for identifying

input variables (mil characteristics), change process variables (teatler

characteristics, subject matter), and outcome variables Ompil cogni-

tive and affective outcome measures) known or assumed to be correlated

with effective teaOhing. Me have provided both the three types of

variables and poisible values or conditions which they Might assume.

The following discussion describes haw these variables have (or have

not) teen dealt with in the literature.

(Insert Table A here).,,r-
Pupil correlates

1. Age/grade level. Every study, of necessity, indicates the grle

level(s) with which it deals. The vast majority deal-with the early !

elementary grades, a few extend upward into the upper elementary level's,

and virtually none address either the junior or senior high school gr des.

Given the data on pupil cognitive, emotional, social and moral deNel
1

ment across these time spans; given the differences both in'variety

of materials studied and in teaching practices deemed appropriate as

grade level increases; and, finally, given the increasing importance

ct the affective component of education.(see below), veryrealquestions

must be raised regarding the extent to which results obtained at the
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Table A

Inputjariables, Mange Process Variables and Outcoae Variables Known

or Assumed to be Correlated with Effective Teaching

Input

111
Change Process Outcome

Pupil Characteristics:

age:

.SeX:

K through 12

male

female

ethnicity: black

brown

red

white

other

SES: high

nedium

low

achievenent: high

medium

low

personality (multi-

dimensional)

.....0

Teacher Characteristics

age: (20-29,...60-69).

sex: male

female

ethnicity: black

brawn

red

white

other

SES: high

medium

low

achievement: high

maim
low

personality: (multi-

dimensional)

experience7. yes (oon.)*

yes (incon.)

no

familiarity: not A or B**

A, 'not B

B, not. A

A and B

subject matter: reading

mathematics

social studies

science

literature

(others)

Cognitive Skill's

lower-order

higher-order

Cognitive Tine:

short-teirn

long-term

Affective: school.

self

.71.011110111111111M

*The three levels of this variable correspond to (a) experienced teachers who achieve

consistently high or low learning gains with their pupils (b) experenced teachers wto

are inconiistent in adhieving learning gains with their pupils and (c) inexperienced teachers

tekdh = pupils, B =curriculum.
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early elementary levels will generalize to the upper grades. Valuable

as sudh information undoUbtedly is for the samples studied, the extra-

polation of such data to higher grades mayle, irrelevant or even

counterproductive.

2. Gender.- There is both experimental and =relational evidence

indicating that teachers react differently to boys and girls, that

girls and boys behave differently in some ways, and that there are sex

Adfferences in relation tcfboth cognitive and affective pupil outaires.

Virtually all the research reviewed in chis paper, however, has col-

lapsed soores across classrooms, grade levels, and/or schools, so that /

few statements can be made regarding possible teacher effectiveness

differences as a function of pupil gender,'

3. Ethnicity. Recent decades have witnessed a rising awareness

of potential ethnic differences in the perception of the school envi-

ronment and in the achievement levels obtained by different minorities.

11

Black, Chicano, and Amerindian pupils manifest differences among err

selves, and all three groups together differ from the white majority

in identifiabae ways. When experimental studies compare these groups

along some dimension relevant to education, differences are found more

often than not. While same studies doreportresults, both cognitive

and affective, in ethnic terms, the Majority, do not, again collapsing

results across groups.

Indeed, the specific ethnic oomposition of the claSsrocas being

studied is often unclear. While many potentially relevant6interactions

undoubtedly exist within this area, interactions between pupil and
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teadher ethnicities, and between ethnicity and gender should serve to

renind -us of the tomlexity of the differences we are ignoring in not

considering ethnicity.

4. Socioecondnic status (SES). This is a composite variable

usually assumed'to'inclode such background factors as family,income,

parents' educational levels, child-rearing practices, and language

experiences. Our society, nominally democratic, recognizes the exis-

tence of at least upper, middle, and lower classes; sociologistA extend

the categorizations to laaer-middle, 'upper-upper, etc. Educational

researchers have found SES to be one of the most'important predictors

of cognitive and affective pupil change, and SES designations accompany

almost all studies (See Part 1). However, if Aucivcategoiized, results

are to be generalizable (and such stildies replicable),we need some'

consistent basis for classifying schools and pupils. ,p3 the.determina-

tion based on Ctective data, proportion of pupils using the free lunch'

program, the us of upper and lower extremes, or rrediari splits based

on principals' ratings? All ct these-échniques and more appbAr A the',

literature, and often noway is.even provided for determining had the

decision was made.

5. Previous achievement level. The fact that there a're bright

pupils from poor bacicgirounds and dull pupils from affluent backgrounds

in40.cates that SES and achievement are not perfectly correlated.

Each pupil, at least from grade cae on, carries with hinVher a record

of previous successes or failures whether based on,previous grades,

teacher ratings, and/or standardized IQ and achieliement tests. Such
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irecOrds at leastpartially determine hislherplacerrent into Fast/Slow

groups and nay determine how the teacher Ferceives his/her potential

(teacher expectancy effects).

The argument for including achievement correlates can be illus-

trated tv, Considering three teachers of equal ability confronted with,

respectively, an "all dunb" class, a "mixed" class, and an "all smart"

'class. Cther things being equal, these teachers could end up being

categorized as low-, rredium-, and high-effective teachers solely as

a function of pupils'previous achievement levels. Yet this correlate,

again, is lost in most of the present research because of the tendency

to deal with class or school averages.

6. Personality. We will be doing classroom teachers no great

service by informing them that pupils have personalities and that

different pupils have different personalities. They differ along

measurable dimnsions, in terms of traits including (but certainly

not limited bo) anxiety./ dependency, Autonomy, aggression, conformity,

and locus ct control. All ofthesedinensions have been studied

experimentally, and to deny their presence and importance in the

classroorn is to emulate a quaint habit of the ostrich. A particular

teacher behavior, e.g., criticism, will have much diffeient effects

on: an extremely dependent pupil; a highly autonomous one; and one

who does not value teacher comments at all. Althougn Tim may eagerly

anti -pate the day when effective teaching will take into account

pupil personality, that day has not yet arrived. These variabies
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paay literally no part in the effectiveness results so far reported.

Indeed, again, we are given no informaticn on personality variables.

Teacher ccrre,ates

80

1. Tea,:hk.:, characteristics. Teachers vary, as do pupils, on the

dimensions of age, gender, ethnicity, SES, previous achievement levels,

and personality. It would be more than a little naive to expect the.

same or even similar behaviors from a 21-year-old black male of high

intelligence from a ghetto background and frau a 65-year-old white 1

female of medium intelligence from an affluent suburb. And it would be

the height of folly to assume that such differences do not interact

with similar pupil differences.

Unfortunately, with a fewexperinentalexceptions, all the richness

and diversity of teacher (and pupil) personality variables doeg not

appear as a significant factor in the research.

It is almost as if there is one monolithic teacher--ageless, sex-

less, of no iiscernible race, ofunknownbackground and unknowable

personality--teaching, one similarly neutered pupil. Broad generaliz-

ations across'such diversity.may confuse more than clarify questions

of teacher effectiveness. Not only are teacher characteristibs absent

as variables, the relevant information is usually completely absent,

leaving the researcher interested in replication with nowhere to turn.

2. Teacher Experience. The operatimal definition of teacher"

in effectiveness research has ranged fiom students enrolled in intro-

ductory education classes through pre-service teacher trainees and
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student teachers to "line" teachers with widely varied levels of ex-

,

perience. Barely if at ail taken into account is the related issue of
;

a teather's experience with a particular subject matter or grade

level. Indeed, again, sudh descriptive data are rarely reported.

Mbre importantly, it islonown that in-service teachers are meas-

urably different both in terms of stability and competency, at-least in

same respects. Using tte caterion of pupdl cognitive gains on stard-.

ardizedachieverrenttests, Brophy and his associates have been able

to identify those teachers who produce consistently high(or consis-

tently low) pupil gains over a period of years: and those teaciers

. .

who show inconsistent patterns of gains over a period of ydars. We can

have little confidences,in conclusions regaraing teacher effectivenesd

when we do not know whether they are stable Or consistent, or when we

do not'even know hoW the word"thacher" has been defined.

3. Teadher familiarity. The aboye discussion relates to how

long a teacher hag been teadhing. Whether teaching is regarded as an

art:or as a sciencelarbst,would agree.that both artist and scienti,st

need at least'son'e period of time in order to familiarize themselves
-

. with the parameters of their art or science, and to develop and stabilize

tileir performances. A related issue concerns those studies, some
e.

experimental and some correlational, in which teachers are placed in

situations where they are unfamiliar with either the materials or the

students to be taught; or Vthere -they are unfamiliar with both. While

it is true that much valuable information may be acquired 4i.n this -/

manner, especially relating to pre-service teacher training, we must

4gain question the propriety of grouping together studies of thete
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kindsandstudies where the teacher is familiar with both materials

and pupils. The'latter Pituation more closely apprOximates the real-

life classroom and generalizations across these dimensions shOuld be

made with extreme care, if at all. And.there is no reason to expect

sucCessful replication of a study\ aone under one ,set of familiarity
-

conditions ifthe replication is based on a different set of such '

Iftnditions.
,.

r

4. Subject matter. It is becoming clear in the research that

effective teaching is a natter of subtly arranging nany specific be-
.

haviors.and applying thenidifferently at different times and with dif-

ferent pupils. This finding is relevant to the question of the sUbject

being tiught. Surely we might expect different behaviors to be differ-:

.entially effective in comnunicating mathemgtics, poetXy and good

citizenship skills to elemeRtary: pupils: And we might:also expect

increased differences in higher grades, where teiChrs deal 4th core

..
'subjects still; butalso with homemaking, woodworking, art, mimic,

°
driVer education, science, fOreign languages, physical educationl.and

so forth.

Available research relies almost exclusively on studies of reading

and mathematiCs skills at lower grade levels. Again without questioning

the value of results tor those subjects at those grade levels, their

generaizability ip an empirical question that only Future research

can answer.,

*4,
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Outcome correlates

Although we vill.consider cugnitive and affecave outcomes sep-

altely, it is important to remember that their separation is heuris-

t4c unlY. Any cognitive Outcome has affective components and any

'affeCtive measure will reflect cognitive aspects as well. Similarly,

any t6acher behavior will affect not one CT the other lmatball.

1.- Cognitive-outcomes. Our society tends to view education as

a primarily intellectual process, and our primary edudhtional goal is

to produce positive cognitive ga.,1.na4n our pupils, %le should not be

surprised to'find,that cognitive measures are the primary cateria f6i

assessing effective teaching. Virtbally alrsuch assessment.is based

on standardized achievement tests. These instruments are convenient
.

easy to obtain, administer, scorel'and interpretand are usually

psychometrically saund. But two questions arise.

In the first place, standardized tests typically are based on the

reeall of specific information, and sample primarily lower-order

decoding skills. Surely at some point we must begin as well to assess

the higher-order, encoding, integrative, interpretive, problemrsolving

skills of ckn pupils. To date, this has been done very infrequently.

Secondly, such tests are usually given immediately or as soon as

possible after learning experiences. We have, in cther mrds, no

longitudinal data based on re-testing after specified time intervals.
,

lib can thus begin to answer questions about the immediate effects of

effective teaching, but cannot answer the critic who suggests that

those measunad gains may be.transitory and 'ephemeral:. Obviously our

overall goal relhtes to such long-term changes and future research
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1 .

must give this problem high priority. I.

2. Affective outcomes. Thqpneasurement of affective (emotional,

self-concept) pupil outcdhes, although their importAce has been rec-

ognized hy most workers amd stressed by some, has receivedmuch less

attention in thp literature. .Pesearchers are cognitively aware of the

affective side of educatim. They are sophisticated endugh to, warn

us not to expect simiole coe-to-one correspondences between.affective

and cognitive neasures--a teacher behavior leading to positive cogni-

tive change may have a neutral or even negative effect on a pill's

slf-concept. And they willingly acknowledge that the relative impor-

tance of the affective realm becares increasingly important in the

upper elementary grades, junior and senior high schools. .Nwertheless,

affective measures figure truthless strongly in our data base than do

cognitive measures. This imbalance is unfortunate. Since school

a required and shared experience of all our young people, we would not

be off the m,ark to suspect that that experience is a major factor--

positive or negative--in the developrent of their affective lives.

Anothpr concern related to generalizability is the vari.Ity of

affective instmentsused. When researchers talk about affective out-

comes they may be referring to popils/ attitudes toward a particular

subject, toward their classrdom as a whole, toward the school in g6n-

oral, or to their self-doricepts, either as students or overall. Just

as the different definitions of "teacher" plagued us earlier, so the

,
ambiguously referenced term "affective outcome" limits our ability to

generalize across studies.
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Let us cicee this discussion with a somewhat broader question.

If the.effective teacher were to prodube in her/his pupils coly short-

term cognitive gains, whether lower- or higher-order skills, and only

ambiguous and short-term gains in self-concept, 'how would we evaluate

the educational process in general? Surely we want to produce citizens

capable of pursuing an occupation or profession, capable of interacting

positively with other.people, capable of further self-direated learning

and grveth. Surely we want to produce adults who can adapt rapidly

and intelligently to a world of ever-increasing ccmplaxity and change.

Surely we want and desperately need people who can do their.part in the

vital task of working out solutions to those Izoblems--international

and inddual violence, poverty and starvation coexisting with over-

indulging affluence, suicidal environmental degradation, ranpant but

unexamined technological" expansion, sdcial and personal alienation and

anxiety--upon,which our planetary survival depend.

_If effective teachers, doing effective teaching, do pot have some

impact intheselargek contexts, then our future research efforts may

be determined, in a very real sense, by whether or not we have a future.
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